Ancillaries

The best choice for windows

Window kits

Secure extractor fan installations are crucial in window
applications as they may be targeted as a means to gain access
to a property.

Safe, secure and more

Following consultation with Local Authorities, Housing
Associations and those responsible for secure designs in
housing, we offer a unique window kit with a dual-layered secure
design and manufactured from a mix of durable materials.

Materials
ASA and polycarbonate

Features and benefits
hh The fans screw directly onto the internal fixing plate,
enhancing the overall security of the whole product
hh Rubber ‘O’ ring seals ensure that the product sits tight to the
window, preventing scratching or damage to the glass
hh Extremely versatile, these secure window kits can be installed
through thicker glazing with longer countersunk screws (up to
28mm double glazing)
hh The external cowls offer long-term quality assurance – they
are manufactured from UV stabilised ASA material
Omnique specific benefits
hh Unique grille design minimises backdraught helping to reduce
heat loss in homes
hh Solid front fascia design provides privacy for occupant once
installed

Omnique window kit is
part of the Secured by
Design (OF100SBD)
bundle featured on pages
37,39, 59 and 61.

Samika specific benefits
hh Angled edge design helps deflect any external impact forces
hh Louvered shutters prevent any backdraught, and their soft
closing designs mean no ‘clackety-clack’ nuisance noise

Extra secure design
The dual-layered secure design is driven from the use of
two polycarbonate fixing plates (the same material used
in hard hats) one on the outside attached to the external
cowl and one on the inside attached to your chosen fan.
A ‘sandwich’ effect is created around the glass, helping
add extra strength to the entire installation as the product
is secured from inside to outside through the glass. In the
event that the cowl is forced off, the polycarbonate external
fixing plate will remain fixed to the window offering no
further opportunity for access by potential intruders.
Samika window kit

Window kit models and key data
Ø Glazing hole
(mm)

Glazing thickness
(mm)

Samika LE100

118

up to 28

Samika LE150

167

up to 28

Elite EL100

118

up to 28

Elite EL150

167

up to 28

Product code

Fits with

EWLE100
EWLE150
EW100
EW150

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Weight
(Kg)

167

167

86

0.5

207

207

86

0.8

150

150

60

0.2

200

200

75

0.3

